
Factors Distinguishing Alaska Landscape Character Types 
' Dominant Factors Genetic Determinants Classification Categories 

l. Relief--Differences of elevation within an area 

A. Average Magnitude of Relief--Average difference in elevation Uplift; Erosion Average relief: very high/high/moderate/gentle/flat; presence of singular between the valleys and ridges within an area features: peaks, pingos, etc. 

B. Presence of Severe Relief--Existence of cliffs, 
other steep features within an area 

walls, and Erosion by water, particularly glaciation Very dissected/moderately dissected/locally dissected/undissected 

c. Proportion of Sloping Land--Percentage of the area that is Regional uplift, faulting, and differential Percentage of area occupied by surfaces of gentle inclination (less than level or nearly level erosion about 8%) (definition from Hammond, USGS) 

2. Pattern and Gross Form--Shape and scale of mountains, hills and Genesis and character of rocks: bedding, Simple or orderly patterns vs. chaotic patterns; presence and character other features, and the gross pattern of major features on the overthrusting, patterns of ridges and of repeated, regular shapes on the landscape: gorges, rolling ridges, landscape valleys, erosional vs. depositional surfaces etc. 

3. Texture and Color--Colors of the earth's surface and sky and their Vegetation; type and resistence of bedrock; For the vegetation component: tundra-grassland/boreal forest/coastal small scale patterns; the form of individual slopes and other local on flat surfaces particularly, weather forest. For the geologic component: soil and exposed bedrock color; features, such as gullies and stream banks effects observed degree of saturation of color; presence and patterns of chutes, gullies, 
talus, etc. For the weather component: cloud and blue sky elements; 
aurora and night sky; blowing snow or sand and silt. 

4. Water--Presence, distribution, and form of water features 

A. Coasts--Shores of oceans, bays, and the largest lakes Shape of the coastline; character of rocks Fiord coast/bay and inlet coast/open coast; presence of mountains and 
and vegetation hills at coast; presence of cliffs, bluffs, beaches 

B. Rivers--Channels of streams and rivers Local relief; glaciation; whether valley Canyon/gorge/meander; presence of form superimposed on topography; 
follows bedrock trends or superimposed falls/rapids/smooth water; blue/green/brown-gray color of water; clarity 

c. Lakes Number, size, and location of basins; Rock basin/moraine dammed/pitted moraine/nonglacial; color of water; ---
whether nonglacial or glacial water irregularly distributed: marsh/bog/swamp 

D. Ice--Glaciers, icefields, and snowfields Extent and dominance of present glaciation Icefields/peak and 
piedmont glaciers 

valley glacier complexes/hanging glaciers/snowfields/ 

Secondary Factors 

5. Profile of Slore--Proportion of the area of gentle slope that lies Relationships between time of uplift and Plains/dissected plains/mesa landscapes/plateaus dissected by canyon 
in the lower half of local relief erosion; bedrock character systems 

6. Trend of Slope--Whether average elevation is uniform or rising Location and grade of geologic deformity Flat or rolling country vs. sloping land rising to meet a mountain range 
across an area 

Major peaks, major canyons, major cliffs, bluffs, unusual stands of 7. Distinctive Local Features--Individual local formations timber, etc. 

Forest/tundra ecotone, other ecotones; interfaces between physiographic 
8. Transitional Features--Junctures between physiographic or ecologic Climate; elevation; all geologic forces districts, where visually distinct as areas; valley floor-base of slope 

zones, when the transition is clear on the landscape and of mappable creating topographic divisions junctures 
scale 


